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Abstract. Methods for identification and analysis of security risks make use of
structured brainstorming sessions. The effectiveness of such sessions depends
on the extent to which the stakeholders and analysts involved understand and
are understood by each other. Since such sessions involve people with different
backgrounds and competencies, like users, system-developers, decision makers
and system managers, communication among them may be difficult. This report
proposes a carefully designed specification language defined as a UML profile
aiming to improve communication and understanding during such sessions. We
claim that the profile (1) allows the target of evaluation to be described in a
uniform manner at a suitable level of abstraction, (2) improves understanding
and communication during structured brainstorming sessions concerned with
security, (3) facilitates the documentation of results from such brainstorming
sessions, and security assessments in general.

1

Introduction

In this report we present a UML profile intending to support model-based security
assessment of IT systems. The profile introduces a meta-model that defines an
abstract language supporting model-based security assessment. Furthermore, the
profile provides a mapping of classes in the meta-model to UML modelling elements
by defining so-called stereotypes, and introduces special symbols (icons) for
representing the stereotypes in UML diagrams. The motivation for the profile is to
facilitate the practical use of UML to support security management in general, and
security assessment in particular.
The background of the profile is the EU-project CORAS (IST-2000-25031).1
CORAS has developed a framework for model-based security assessment. This
framework includes:
− A methodology for model-based security assessment integrating aspects from
partly complementary risk analysis methods and state-of-the-art modelling
methodology.

1

For more information on the CORAS project we refer to the project homepage:
http://coras.sourceforge.net/
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− A UML-based specification language targeting security assessment, namely the
profile presented in this report.
− A library of reusable security assessment experiences.
− A computerised platform providing two repositories; one for assessment
documentation and one for reusable experiences.
− An XML mark-up for exchange of security assessment data.
− A component for computerised vulnerability management.
In the model-based security assessment methodology of CORAS, UML models are
used for three purposes:
1. To describe the target of evaluation at the right level of abstraction.
2. To facilitate communication and interaction between different groups of
stakeholders involved in a security assessment.
3. To document security assessment results and the assumptions on which these
results depend to support reuse and maintenance.
The UML profile supports all these objectives, but has a special emphasis on
communication and documentation. Documentation is supported because the metamodel of the profile is consistent with a data structure of security assessment
documentation developed as part of the CORAS project. Communication is supported
by the definition of easy-to-understand icons (symbols) associated with the modelling
elements of the profile, and because these specialised modelling elements are
consistent with the ontology of security assessment.
Requirements
analysis

Features

Risk analysis

Vulnerabilities

Actors

Use Case Diagram

Misuse Case Diagram
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Fig. 1. Requirement capture versus threat identification

In system development, particularly in requirements analysis, the focus is on
capturing the desired functionality or features. In risk analysis, on the other hand, the
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focus is on discovering the undesired functionality or vulnerabilities. One of the main
ideas of the profile is based on the observation that the same modelling techniques
can be used for risk analysis as for system analysis or development.
Fig. 1 highlights how threat identification mirrors requirements capture.
Requirements capture resembles risk identification in that both activities require
different groups of stakeholders, e.g., users, decision makers, system developers,
system managers, etc., to communicate and reach consensus. Graphical specification
techniques like use-case and sequence diagrams have proved well suited to support
this interaction in the case of requirements capture. The same kind of notations may
as well be applied to facilitate threat identification (e.g., misuse-case diagrams
[1,14,15]).
The combination of these two views provides us with the “good” as well as the
“bad” sides of the system under design or assessment and constitute what we may
characterise as a “complete overview” of a security critical system.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the
requirements identified for the profile, and Section 3 an overview of the profile. In
Section 4 an example using the profile is given, based on a telemedicine trial carried
out in the CORAS project, and Section 5 provides conclusions.

2

Requirements to the language

In development of the CORAS methodology, it early became evident that there was a
need for a modelling language specialised towards documenting and communicating
the results from the security assessments. Methods for identification and analysis of
security risks make use of structured brainstorming sessions. The effectiveness of
such sessions depends on the extent to which the stakeholders and analysts involved
understand and are understood by each other. Since such sessions involve people with
different backgrounds and competencies – like users, system-developers, decision
makers and system managers – common understanding among the stakeholders is
often not the case. In order to facilitate such a common understanding, a common
language is needed. For this language the following requirements have been
identified:
1. The language should be graphical.
The main benefit of graphical languages is that most people seem to find them
easy to comprehend, even when they have a formally defined syntax.
2. The language should be defined as a UML 2.0 profile.
UML is the most widely used specification language in the software industry
today, and therefore a natural choice of basis for a language targeting security
assessment of IT systems; the use of UML builds a bridge between security
assessment and system development. The well-definedness of UML is also of great
value, since it supports structured and uniform documentation, as well as support
for automated consistency checking and analysis. With UML 2.0 [12] as the new
standard, the older version of UML now in use (versions 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5) will be
outdated, and therefore not suited as a basis for the language.
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3. The language should reflect standard notation and terminology for security
assessment.
In a generic framework for evaluating language quality presented in [7], this is
related to what is called domain appropriateness; the conceptual basis should be
able to express all that is in the domain, and should not be able to express anything
outside of the domain.
4. The language should allow the target of evaluation to be described in a uniform
manner at a suitable level of abstraction.
Security assessments may be carried out at any level of abstraction, from high level
assessments at enterprise level to low level assessments of technical
implementations. For an assessment to be efficient it is important that the
participants are able to stay focused on the desired abstraction level, and models
describing the target of evaluation should be guiding the participants in this
respect.
5. The language should facilitate understanding and communication during
brainstorming sessions concerned with security risks.
Standard risk analysis techniques, like for example Hazard and Operability
analysis (HazOp) [13], are based on structured brainstorming, and depend on the
participants being able to communicate. For a modelling language to be useful in
such settings, it needs to support (and certainly not obscure) the communication
between participants. Referring to [7], this is related to comprehensibility
appropriateness; symbols representing different concepts should be
distinguishable, a symbol should represent the same concept in all contexts, etc.
6. The language should facilitate the documentation of security assessments and
maintenance of security assessment documentation.
To support documentation, the language must be able to express the output of
security assessments. Moreover, security assessments are costly and time
consuming and cannot be carried out from scratch each time a system is updated or
modified, so support for maintaining security assessment documentation is an
important requirement. As explained in [8] security assessment documentation has
strong internal dependencies that must be accounted for when doing maintenance,
and these dependencies must be reflected in the language.

3

Overview of the profile

The UML profile for security assessment introduces a meta-model that defines an
abstract language for supporting model-based security assessment. Further, the profile
provides a mapping of classes in the meta-model to UML modelling elements by
defining so-called stereotypes, and introduces special symbols (icons) for representing
the stereotypes in UML diagrams.
The basis of the CORAS model-based security assessment methodology is the
generic risk management process of [2]. This process is divided into five subprocesses (Fig. 2):
− Sub-process 1: Identify context. This first sub-process is concerned with
identifying and specifying the system under assessment, the target of evaluation,
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−
−

−

Identify Context

Security
assessment
context

Risk estimates

Treatments

Communicate and Consult

Assets

SWOT

Identify Risks

Monitor and Review

−

the stakeholders and assets of the system and the assumptions on which the
assessment will be based.
Sub-process 2: Identify risks. The target of this sub-process is to identify the threats
to and vulnerabilities of the identified assets, and to identify unwanted incidents
that may result from these threats and vulnerabilities.
Sub-process 3: Analyse risks. In this sub-process the risks are analysed. A risk is an
unwanted incident that has been quantified with a consequence value representing
a loss of asset value and a frequency.
Sub-process 4: Evaluate risks. Based on its frequency and consequence a risk is
assigned a risk value. In this sub-process, the values of risks are compared against
risk evaluation criteria identified as a part of the assessment context in order to
decide which risks are acceptable and which risks need to be treated.
Sub-process 5: Treat risks. The last of the sub-processes is concerned with
identifying and evaluating treatments to the risks that in the previous sub-process
were judged to be unacceptable.

Analyse Risks
Determine
frequency

Determine
consequence

Estimate Risk-level

Evaluate Risks
Accept Risks
no

yes

Threats &
unwanted
incidents
Risk themes

Treatment
evaluation

Treat Risks

Fig. 2. The profile’s relation to the risk management process

In the CORAS methodology, this general risk management process has been
specialised towards targeting security critical IT-systems, providing detailed
guidelines for the assessments. For a detailed description of this specialised risk
management process we refer to [3].
The meta-model is divided into six sub-models that support different stages of the
risk management process: the context sub-model (sub-process 1), the SWOT submodel (sub-process 1), the unwanted incident model (sub-process 2), the threat agent
model (sub-process 2), the risk model (sub-process 3), and the treatment model (subprocess 5).
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A security assessment always starts with identifying the context of the assessment.
A strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis may be part of
this. After the context has been established, the rest of a security assessment can be
divided into the identification and documentation of unwanted incidents, risks and
treatments.
The unwanted incident model is concerned with organising and documenting the
threats and vulnerabilities opening for incidents that may harm the system. The risk
model quantifies unwanted incidents with respect to their potential reductions of asset
value. The treatment model supports documenting ways of treating the system and
quantifying the effect of treatments with respect to reducing the potential harm of
risks. In addition there is a threat agent sub-model associated with the unwanted
incident model. This model defines a number of well-known threat agents from the
security literature. ). The full meta-model and definition of the profile is given in [10].
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the profile provides support for the risk management
process by providing modelling support for:
− security assessment context,
− strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analyses,
− assets,
− threats and unwanted incidents,
− risk estimates,
− risk themes,
− treatments, and
− treatment evaluation.
Even though the UML profile for security assessment is developed within the
CORAS project, it is based on the concepts and terminology and the general process
of [2], and should be sufficient general itself to be applied together with other security
assessment methodologies based on the same generic process.

Analyst

System
manager

Security expert

System user:
medical doctor
System developer

Fig. 3. Typical security assessment setting
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4

Example

In the following we present an example of how the profile supports modelling in a
security assessment. The example is based on a real field trial conducted within the
CORAS project. The trial consisted of a full assessment of a telemedicine system for
cardiological examinations. The system uses a dedicated network for transmitting
medical data, allowing a general practitioner and a cardiology expert to examine a
patient together even though they are physically located at different sites.
The examples focus on two groups of stakeholders of the system; the patients and
the primary health care centres (PHCCs) that use the system to get medical advices
from medical experts.
Fig. 3 shows the typical use of UML in a security assessment. The analyst is
leading a structured brain-storming session, and is presenting diagrams for the rest of
the participants. The participants need not be familiar with UML, to them the UML
diagrams may as well be presented as merely illustrations of what they are discussing.
The analyst, however, will after the session systemise the outcome of the
brainstorming, and for him/her the well-definedness of UML supports the task of
achieving consistency of the assessment documentation.
WebOnCall

<<EnterpriseStrength>>
Improved offered
health case
<<Stakeholder>>
Patient

<<EnterpriseAsset>>
Patient health

<<EnterpriseThreat>>
Legal and moral
consequences
<<EnterpriseAsset>>
Provision of
health care

<<Stakeholder>>
PHCC
<<EnterpriseWeakness>>
Requires high
budgets
<<EnterpriseOpportunity>>
Improve medical
education and research

Fig. 4. SWOT diagram
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4.1

SWOT (sub-process 1)

A strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis is carried out as
a part of establishing the context of a security assessment, as they are concerned with
identifying the strategic context of the organizations carrying out the security
assessment. Thus, SWOT is used for pointing out the general direction of the
assessment, and its results are only indirectly used in the further assessment.
Fig. 4 shows how the results of the SWOT analysis of the telecardiology service
modelled using the profile. It is worth noticing that a SWOT is usually carried out as
part of the context identification, and before the asset identification.
<<Entity>>
Telecardiology
service

<<Entity>>
Health record
1

1..*

<<Asset>>
Personal patient data

<<Asset>>
Patient data

<<Asset>>
Provision of telecardiology
service

<<AssetValue>>
Value: AssetValueDef

<<AssetValue>>
Value: AssetValueDef

<<AssetValue>>
Value: AssetValueDef

value = major

value = moderate

<<Ownership>>

value = major

<<Ownership>>

<<Stakeholder>>
Patient

<<Ownership>>

<<Stakeholder>>
PHCC

Fig. 5. Modelling of assets

4.2

Security assessment context (sub-process 2)

The most important part of the security assessment context consists of the
stakeholders and assets of the system under assessment, on which all further
assessment is based. A stakeholder is a person or organisation that has interests in the
assessed system, and an asset is part or feature of the system that has value for one of
the stakeholders. Security assessments are asset-driven, which means that assessments
are carried out relative to the identified assets.
Each asset may only be related to one stakeholder and should have an
unambiguous value assigned by one stakeholder. If two stakeholders view the same
entity as an asset, this should be documented as two different assets related to the
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same entity. Two assets are per definition different if valued by different stakeholders;
both the values and the reasons for the valuing may be different.
Fig. 5 shows the result of the asset identification. We see how stakeholders are
related to assets by the <<Ownership>> stereotype, and how assets are related to assets.
4.3

Identification of threats (sub-process 2)

Threat identification is concerned with exploring the threats to the system under
assessment. In Fig. 6, modelling of threats is exemplified. A threat is represented by a
threat agent and a threat scenario. A threat agent is a potential cause of an unwanted
incident, which may result in harm to a system or an organisation and its assets.
Threat agents can be external, (e.g., hackers or viruses) or internal (e.g., system
failures or disloyal employees). And a threat scenario is a behavioural description of a
threat.
In the example, an eavesdropper with illegal access to data over the network
constitutes on of the threats to the asset Personal patient data. The stereotypes
<<Eavesdropper>>, <<Insider>>, <<Intruder>> and <<SystemThreat>> in this example are
specified in the threat agent submodel as specialisations of <<ThreatAgent>>.
E

<<Eavesdropper>>
Eavesdropper

<<ThreatScenario>>
Illegal access to data
over network
<<Asset>>
Personal patient data

I

<<ThreatScenario>>
Input of wrong data

<<Insider>>
Authorised user

H

<<Intruder>>
Unauthorised misuser

<<SystemThreat>>
Network failure

<<ThreatScenario>>
Unauthorised software
installed

<<ThreatScenario>>
Illegal access to service

<<ThreatScenario>>
Unavailability of network

Fig. 6. Modelling of threats

<<Asset>>
Provision of
telecardiology service
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4.4

Identification of vulnerabilities and unwanted incidents (sub-process 2)

In Fig. 7, a part of the model of Fig. 6 is extended with vulnerabilities and unwanted
incidents. A vulnerability is a weakness with respect to an asset or group of assets that
can be exploited by one or more threats, and an unwanted incident an undesired event
that may reduce the value of an asset.
As we see in the example, vulnerabilities are expressed as (undesired) features of
assets. The relation between threats and unwanted incidents are expressed by the
predefined UML stereotype <<include>>. An unwanted incident may in other words
include one or more threat scenarios that model the behavioural aspects of threats.
There is also the possibility of an unwanted incident leading to other unwanted
incidents. As in the example, this is shown by use of the stereotype <<Initiate>>.
<<Initiate>>

<<UnwantedIncident>>
Disclosure of patient data

<<UnwantedIncident>>
Patient data used against
patient’s interest

<<include>>

E

<<Eavesdropper>>
Eavesdropper

<<Asset>>
Personal patient data
Vulnerabilities:
- No data validation

<<ThreatScenario>>
Illegal access to data
over network

I
<<include>>
<<Insider>>
Authorised user

<<ThreatScenario>>
Input of wrong data

<<UnwantedIncident>>
Modification of patient data
<<Asset>>
Provision of
telecardiology service
Vulnerabilities:
- No data validation
- No timeouts
- Lack of software
installation policy

Fig. 7. Modelling of vulnerabilities and unwanted incidents

4.5

Documenting and evaluating risks (sub-process 3)

A risk is an assignment of consequence value and frequency to an unwanted incident
on a particular asset. These values are used for calculating a risk value, which
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represents loss of value of the related asset. Risks that in some way are related or
similar may be categorised into risk themes. A risk theme is itself assigned a risk
value based on the risks it contains and is treated like a singular risk with respect to
evaluation and treatment.
Fig. 8 illustrates how risks are modelled with the profile. The values are instances
of the corresponding value definitions. A risk is related to an unwanted incident by
the use of the stereotype <<RiskEvaluation>>. The diagram also shows which asset each
risk is related to, and illustrates how an unwanted incident may be evaluated as
different risks when related to different assets.

<<Asset>>
Provision of telecardiology
service

<<Asset>>
Personal patient data

<<Risk>>
Patient data modification

<<Risk>>
Personal data modification

<<Consequence>>
CValue
:ConsequenceValueDef

<<Consequence>>
CValue
:ConsequenceValueDef

value = moderate

value = major
<<Frequency>>
FValue
:FrequencyValueDef

value = major

value = unlikely

<<RiskValue>>
RValue:RiskValueDef

value = moderate

value = high

<<RiskEvaluation>>

<<Consequence>>
CValue
:ConsequenceValueDef

<<Frequency>>
FValue
:FrequencyValueDef

value = unlikely

<<RiskValue>>
RValue:RiskValueDef

<<Risk>>
Personal data disclosure

<<RiskEvaluation>>

<<UnwantedIncident>>
Modification of patient data

<<Frequency>>
FValue
:FrequencyValueDef
value = rare

<<RiskValue>>
RValue:RiskValueDef
value = moderate

<<RiskEvaluation>>

<<UnwantedIncident>>
Disclosure of patient data

Fig. 8. Risk estimates

In sub-process 4, risks are evaluated by risk evaluation criteria defined in the
context of the security assessment. A risk evaluation criterion states which risk values
are acceptable, and which are not – implying the need for treatment.
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4.6

Identification and evaluation of treatments (sub-process 5)

Sub-process 5 is concerned with identifying and evaluating ways of providing
treatments to the system under assessment in order to reduce the value of risks. A
treatment may apply to several unwanted incidents. However, when a treatment’s
capability to reduce risk value is assessed, this is with respect to a single risk or risk
theme.

<<Avoid>>
<<UnwantedIncident>>
Patient data used against
patient’s interest

<<Treatment>>
Secure server and
https/ssl

<<Avoid>>

<<Initiate>>

<<Asset>>
Personal patient data
Vulnerabilities:
- No data validation

<<UnwantedIncident>>
Disclosure of patient data

<<ReduceLikelihood>>

<<Treatment>>
Automatic checking/
validation of data

<<UnwantedIncident>>
Modification of patient data

<<Asset>>
Provision of
telecardiology service
Vulnerabilities:
- No data validation
- No timeouts
- Lack of software
installation policy

Fig. 9. Modelling of treatments

In Fig. 9 treatments to the unwanted incidents of Fig. 7 is included in the diagram
Treatments are related to unwanted incidents by one of the stereotypes <<Avoid>>,
<<Transfer>>, <<ReduceLikelihood>> or <<ReduceConsequence>>, representing the main
treatment options or main classes of approaches of applying treatment.
In the same manner as a risk is an evaluation of the impact of an unwanted incident
on an asset, a treatment effect is the evaluation of the impact of a treatment on a risk.
As shown in Fig. 10, treatment effects are modelled in a similar fashion as risks. The
treatment effect is bound to a treatment by the means of the stereotype
<<TreatmentEvaluation>> and assigned a risk reduction. Risk reduction is the “value” of
a treatment with respect to a risk, in this example showing that implementing the
treatment will reduce the value of the risk from “moderate risk” to “no risk”.
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<<Risk>>
Personal data disclosure
<<Consequence>>
CValue
:ConsequenceValueDef

<<TreatmentEffect>>
Secure server and https/ssl effect

value = major
<<Frequency>>
FValue
:FrequencyValueDef

<<RiskReduction>>
RRValue: RiskReductionDef
reduction = moderate -> no

value = rare

<<RiskValue>>
RValue:RiskValueDef
value = moderate
<<TreatmentEvaluation>>

<<RiskEvaluation>>

<<Avoid>>

<<Treatment>>
Secure server and
https/ssl

<<UnwantedIncident>>
Disclosure of patient data

Fig. 10. Evaluation of treatments
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Conclusions

In this report we have presented a graphical modelling language, implemented as a
UML profile supporting security assessments with a special emphasis on improving
communication between the stakeholders and other participants of assessments. At the
same time the profile is founded in a carefully designed meta-model which facilitates
automated analysis of the models expressed in the language.
There exist other UML profiles targeting security [6,16], but our profile is, to our
knowledge, the only UML profile with specialised support for security risk analysis,
assessment and management.
The language meets the requirements specified by Section 2 in the following sense:
(1) The language is based on the same graphical style as UML. Furthermore, carefully
designed icons have been incorporated to make specifications easy to comprehend for
non-technical people involved in security analysis. (2) The language is defined as a
UML 2.0 profile and contained in a recommended OMG standard [11]. (3) The
language is founded on a meta-model for security risk analysis developed in the
CORAS-project [9,10]. The model builds on international standards for risk
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management [2] and security [4,5]. (4) The language provides the same kind of
abstraction mechanisms as standard UML. The misuse cases may be detailed and
refined in the same way as ordinary use cases using sequence diagrams, activity
diagrams and state machines. (5) The language has been designed with the aim to be
easily understandable for all groups of stakeholders involved in a security assessment.
Icons distinguish symbols representing different concepts; for example, “piles of
coins” tags assets, while an “ignited bomb” illustrates treats. The icons are also used
to bind together concepts that are related; for example, the icons for “enterprise
threat” and “threat scenario” are different, but related since both contain the “ignited
bomb”. (6) Many dependencies between different diagrams can be deduced from the
underlying meta-model and checked automatically. This means that when one part of
the security assessment documentation is updated, a tool may automatically detect
other parts of the documentation that also must be updated. In this sense the language
supports reuse of maintenance of security assessment documentation.
The profile was developed over an extended period of time with continual
feedback from several sources: the development of the model-based security
assessment methodology of CORAS, from use of the profile in large scale trials
where the methodology was applied to real systems, as well as use of the profile in
teaching of Master students. The profile is also a part of the proposal for “UML
Profile for Modeling Quality of Service and Fault Tolerance Characteristics and
Mechanisms” [11] that was adopted as an OMG standard in November 2003. The
standardisation process itself provided much useful input to the development of the
profile.
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